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BURGLAR ALARM WITH A MULTI-PHASE

CIRCUIT, FAIL-SAFE CONTROL CIRCUIT,
AUTOMATIC REARM CIRCUIT AND TWO-STEP

DISARMING CIRCUIT
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

2

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram of an embodiment accord

ing to the present invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT
Please refer to FIG. 1, a circuit diagram for an em

Generally, wired or wireless burglar alarms for vehi
bodiment of the present invention. It has a trigger cir
cles have the following defects:
10 cuit comprising four sensors, DOOR N01 DOOR
(1) The alarm must be turned on before leaving the
NO+, HOOD NO—, M/D NO-, installed in the doors,
vehicle. However, a careless driver may leave the alarm
engine hood and trunk lip, respectively, of a vehicle.

off and thus the alarm is not operating.
(2) A function test of the alarm is not possible, so it is
impossible to check the alarm for any trouble or mal
function of its circuit.
(3) It is inconvenient, since the user must leave the car
as soon as possible within a delay period after turning

The sensors are connected to an or-gate 1C5, which will

on the alarm.

phase inversion, form a control circuit with four inter
faces I, II, III, and IV. After the ?rst interface is trig
gered by the ?rst sensor, if the door with the ?rst sensor
is still open after a preset time (i.e., alarm has been reset

(4) A signal indicating that the alarm is not operating
is usually very noisy, so the user never wants to test the

alarm.

(5) Repeated triggering is not possible, and the alarm
becomes useless after the ?rst sensor is activated.
In view of the above defects, the inventor has created
a burglar alarm with a multi-phase circuit, a fail-safe

apply a signal to ampli?er 1 to energize speaker 2 to
sound an alarm when any of the four sensors sense an

opening of the vehicle doors, hood, or trunk lid while
the circuit is armed. The sensors, with input to inverters

1C4, 1C5, capacitors C3-C6, and resistors R5-R3 after

automatically), contact with another sensor in the vehi

cle will trigger the second interface with the second

control circuit, an automatic rearm circuit, and a two

sensor, and so forth. It provides a sequential control
with four interfaces so that the present invention can
keep on triggering continuously and other sensors can

step disarming circuit.

remain operative after the ?rst sensor has triggered the

The present invention has a self-testing function and

the following characteristics:
(1) It automatically enters a standby mode as soon as

a door, engine hood, or trunk lid is opened.
(2) It automatically enters a standby mode as soon as

the last door is closed.

alarm circuit. The said embodiment uses four interfaces
30 for trigger control. The number of interfaces can be

increased according to actual requirements.
The present invention has some switches, N.O. Input
and N.C. Input, located in the engine hood, trunk lip or
door. As soon as an External Key is turned ON, a phase

(3) It gives a short “CHIRP” signal after the closing 35 inverter IC7 gives a “Hi” output which, via diode D2,
of the last door or engine hood or trunk lid, as an indica

tion that the doors have been fully closed and the alarm
is in operating condition (function of the fail-safe con

trol circuit).
(4) Its sensors can trigger the alarm sequentially, so
that even after one sensor has triggered the alarm, the

vehicle is still protected by the other sensors.

(5) Easy to operate, without limitation from period of

resets ?ip-?op 1C9 to disarm the akzrm system temporar
ily via a signal applied from the Q output to the ampli
?er 1. As soon as the External Key is reset, output from

or-gate IC4 changes from “L0” to “Hi”. Then, resistor
via R8 and C5 capacitor, ?ip-?op 1C9 sets Q output as

“Hi” and timing is done by resistors R9, R10 and capaci
tor C6 so that the alarm will be armed again via a signal

applied to ampli?er 1 from the timing circuit of resistors

delay-triggering.

R9, R10 and capacitor C6 at the end of the set time if no
(6) A wireless signal can disarm the alarm only tem 45 signal has been received from switches installed in the
door, engine hood or trunk lip. That is, Q output from
porarily. A further disarming procedure must be com
?ip-?op 1C9 returns to or-gate 1C6, inverter 1C3 and
pleted within a preset time before the alarm is rearm

automatically. Therefore, it prevents interference from
other wireless signals, so a vehicle with this alarm is
protected from accidental disarming as well as from

burglary.

diode D1 to cancel signal from the ignition switch, and
or-gate 1C6 and diode D3 will then latch the circuit, and
restore the alarm to operating condition. In case a door

or the hood is opened within the preset time, output
from or-gate 1C4 will go “Lo”, the input to or-gate 1C6
will be “0,0” and the output from it is “1” (“Hi”) so that

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
?ip-?op 1C9 is reset, Q output of ?ip-?op 1C9 is “Hi”,
The present invention provides a bufglar alarm with
a multi-phase circuit, a fail-safe control circuit, an auto 55 and so, the alarm is not triggered by the output from
or-gate IC5. When the last one of the doors, the hood or
matic rearm circuit and a two-step disarming circuit. It
the trunk lid is closed, the output from the or-gate 1C5
uses sensors located in the doors, engine hood and trunk
will go to “Hi”. The Q output applied to the ampli?er 1
lip to form a plurality of interfaces so that after trigger
at this time will be “Lo” so that the ampli?er (1), in
ing by the ?rst sensors, the other sensors will still be
response to the signal from the or-gate 1C5, triggers the
workable and can trigger the alarm sequentially for
speaker (2) to give a short “CHIRP” signal as an indica
multi-phase protection. The fail-safe control circuit
gives a short “CHIRP” signal as soon as the last door is

closed, to indicate that the alarm is operating. The auto

tion that the alarm system is operative and in working
condition. When it is in working condition, opening of

a door, hood, or trunk lid will trigger the alarm system.
matic rearm circuit can avoid interference and malfunc
tion due to negligence, and rearm the alarm at the end 65 If the alarm system has been disarmed by a wireless
device, it is impossible to change Q output of ?ip-flop
of a present time. The two-step disarming circuit can

cause temporary and permanent disarming to provide

multiple protection.

1C9 to “Hi” via the ignition switch of the engine within
the preset time after opening the door. Therefore, the
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present invention provides multiple burglar-proof fea

4
predetermined interval if said ignition is not oper
ated within said predetermined interval, said alarm

tures and it is a breakthrough in thel?eld of burglar

proof devices.

means sounding a short chirp‘signal in response to
the closure of the last door of said vehicle while

I claim:
1. A burglar alarm system for an automotive vehicle
having doors and an ignition switch:
alarm means operative when armed to sound an alarm
signal in response to the opening of a door of said

said alarm means is temporarily disarmed in re

sponse to said ?rst external signal.
2. A burglar alarm system for an automotive vehicle
as recited in claim 1, wherein said automotive vehicle

vehicle and being inoperative to sound said alarm

has a hood and a trunk lid and said alarm means is oper

when disarmed, two step disarming means for tem

ative to sound said alarm signal when armed in response

porarily disarming said alarm means in response to
said alarm means in response to said ?rst external

to the opening of said hood or said trunk lid, said alarm
means generating said 'short chirp signal in response to

signal followed by the operation of the ignition

the closure of the last one of said door hood or trunk lid

receiving a ?rst external signal and for disarming

switch of said vehicle within a predetermined time 15 while said alarm means is temporarily disarmed in re
sponse to said external signal.
interval after receiving said external signal and to
*

automatically rearm said alarm means after said
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